PRESS RELEASE

20 ATHLETES NOT ELIGIBLE FOR TOKYO 2020 AS MINIMUM TESTING
REQUIREMENTS NOT MET BY ‘CATEGORY A’ FEDERATIONS
28 JULY 2021, MONACO: Despite significant improvements in the domestic testing
programmes in countries categorised as being the highest doping risk to the sport under
the World Athletics Anti-Doping Rules (Anti-Doping Rules), 18 athletes from the final
entries for the Tokyo Olympic Games are not eligible to compete because the minimum
testing requirements under Rule 15 of the Anti-Doping Rules were not met by ‘Category
A’ Federations. In addition, two athletes from Kenya were replaced by the National
Federation prior to the submission of their entries to World Athletics.
Nigeria is the most affected country, not meeting the minimum testing requirements
under Rule 15 for 10 athletes.
Under the framework of Rule 15 governing National Federation Anti-Doping Obligations,
which came into force in January 2019, National Federations are accountable for ensuring
appropriate anti-doping measures are in place in their respective jurisdictions. Among
other things, the Rule sets out minimum requirements for testing on the national teams
of ‘Category A’ federations deemed to have the highest doping risk and considered as a
threat to the overall integrity of the sport. The key requirement in Rule 15 is that an
athlete from a ‘Category A’ country must undergo at least three no-notice out-ofcompetition tests (urine and blood) conducted no less than 3 weeks apart in the 10
months leading up to a major event. Only then do they become eligible to represent
their national team at the World Athletics Championships or the Olympic Games.
For the year 2021, the seven identified ‘Category A’ National Federations are: Belarus,
Bahrain, Ethiopia, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, and Ukraine. The relevant data for the number
of athletes from each federation for whom the testing requirements of Rule 15 were not
met is set out in the table below:

CATEGORY A FEDERATIONS

ATHLETES ENTERED
FOR TOKYO 2020

ATHLETES NOT
ELIGIBLE

BELARUS

35

3

BAHRAIN

13

0

ETHIOPIA

44

1

KENYA

40

2

MOROCCO

16

1

NIGERIA

23

10

UKRAINE

51

3

TOTALS

222

20

In the lead-up to the Tokyo Olympic Games, the ‘Category A’ Federations, in partnership
with their respective National Anti-Doping Organisations (NADOs), generally made
significant progress with respect to their domestic testing programmes. As part of their
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implementation of Rule 15, several milestones were achieved, some of the key highlights
being:
•
•

Over 1600 out-of-competition tests conducted in the domestic programmes of
these Federations (in addition to AIU tests on their athletes in the International
Registered Testing Pool) since the start of 2021.
Aside from serving as a strong deterrent to potential doping, this increased testing
resulted in 6 adverse analytical findings, highlighting the importance of strong
national-level testing in these Federations.

“National Federations must play their part in supporting anti-doping efforts. The eligibility
rules for athletes from ‘Category A’ countries are very clear and compliance is essential
for cementing the required long-term changes and ensuring a level playing field for clean
athletes,” said David Howman, Chair of the AIU Board.
“I must underline that there have been significant improvements in anti-doping efforts in
most ‘Category A’ countries thanks to this rule. It is clear that the relevant National
Federations in conjunction with their NADOs have started to take their testing
responsibilities seriously, and I thank them for their efforts, but there remains a long way
to go in some circumstances,” he added.
Nigeria was included in Category A at the start of 2020 following a continued period of
weak domestic testing levels.
Click on the link to know more about the National Federations Obligations Rule; the
Categorisation of National Federations and the summary of National Federations
Obligations by category.
- ENDS About the Athletics Integrity Unit
The Athletics Integrity Unit (AIU) is the independent body created by the World Athletics that
manages all integrity issues – both doping and non-doping – for the sport of athletics. The remit of
the AIU includes anti-doping, the pursuit of individuals engaged in age or competition results
manipulation, investigating fraudulent behaviour with regards to transfers of allegiance, and
detecting other misconduct including bribery and breaches of betting rules. It is the AIU’s role to
drive cheats out of our sport, and to do everything within its power to support honest athletes
around the world who dedicate their lives to reaching their sporting goals through dedication and
hard work.
Athletics Integrity Unit
media@athleticsintegrity.org
www.athleticsintegrity.org
@aiu_athletics
@aiu.athletics
@aiu_athletics
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